Person Centered Planning

Person centered planning is a facilitated process that supports a person to achieve their dreams. It is a tool to celebrate where a person has been, where they are and where they want to go.

The planning process is designed for people who want clearly identified goals and the support to implement them. Guild facilitators accomplish this by meeting with the focal person, their family and other key people to develop a personalized plan based on individual’s skills, interests and dreams of the future.

Career Path Planning Facilitators

Career Path Planning Facilitators believe in the true value of each human being: that all people have the right and the ability to determine what they want to do with their lives and have the right and responsibility to fully participate in and contribute their talents to the larger community.

Career Path Planners

For more information call (425) 388-7259
Career Path Process

Our career path process is designed for people who are looking for employment.

Individualized Planning helps:

- Develop a clear path to the future
- Support your dreams
- Identify your gifts
- Find your focus
- Achieve greater clarity in your life

STEPS:
#1: We identify outcomes and design the process.
#2: You share your story and explore the purpose of your life.
#3: We complete the picture of your life map.
#4: We meet again to check your progress and develop next steps.
#5: One year check in to fill out a survey with your Facilitator.

Career Path Planning Facilitators

Cathy “Cat” Lackey
grumpysiamese@frontier.com
My focus is to utilize my many years of experience in employment service and person centered planning to support people in achieving their goals and dreams for living a full life. As a planning facilitator, I will work to bring together your planning team which may include, family, friends, community members, school, employment agency staff, as well as state and county partners to showcase your individual skills and talents to build steps to achievable personal goals.
I enjoy spending time with family and friends, reading good books, gold panning, and Siamese cats.

Deborah Moskowitz
deborahm369@gmail.com
All people, regardless of abilities, have a right to a good quality of life and to be included in their communities. There is always a way to help a person experience their dreams. I have spent most of my career passionately and creatively supporting people with disabilities to live, work and play in their own communities, working with families and support staff to achieve their dreams. I started out as a Special Education teacher and am also a Certified Professional Coach. I am reasonably fluent in using Signed English as well.